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The Downtown Eastside
Women’s Centre (DEWC)

Providing basic needs and positive
change for women and children in
the Downtown Eastside since 1978

W E LC O M E

Message from the Executive Director
Alice Kendall, Executive
Director, speaks on the
past year at the Downtown
Eastside Women’s
Centre and how DEWC
is expanding services for
women during this time of
need.
As we enter the second year of
operating during the COVID-19
pandemic, our challenge remains to
integrate public health orders ensuring
everyone’s safety, while responding
to the implications and impact of the
restrictions.
The pandemic and restrictions have
had a dramatic effect on the downtown
eastside community where gender-based

Above: Alice (left) with Elaine B. at the Red Women Rising report release event in 2019

violence has substantially increased,
people have lost support services, and

including facilitating outside activities

women to seek safety, programs, and

the opioid crises is at its worst. The

and utilizing other community spaces for

services.

conditions in the community have

workshops and skills development where

deteriorated significantly over the past

physical distancing can be achieved.

We are very grateful for the support

year and yet there are far fewer services,

These outdoor activities have brought

from our donors and partners which has

supports, or indoor space available.

moments of connection during a trying

allowed us to add these locations and

time.

increase services to more women while
ensuring everyone’s safety. We will

Finding ways to continue to support
women has been an urgent priority for

The current challenges have also

continue to seek resources to support the

DEWC. Physical distancing requirements

highlighted the need for a larger,

continuation of the increased services

have resulted in fewer women being able

permanent drop-in space for DEWC.

given the climbing demand.

to access our locations and with so many

This space would accomodate a greater

services closed the need for safe space

number of women, especially during

Sincerely,

has increased drastically.

times of crises when needs increase, and

Alice Kendall

would provide an appropriate setting for

Executive Director

In the past few months DEWC has been
able to open two additional overnight
drop-in spaces offering twenty hours per
day of safe space and services. We are
working on adding a third space to be
opened in the summer. As well, we have
created a patio area in front of the Drop
In Centre facilitating additional space for
women to access support services.
The DEWC staff team have found other
creative ways to support women’s
engagement and access to support
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C O V I D - 1 9 U P D AT E S

DEWC opens two new spaces for women

Responding to the lack of
available safe spaces during
COVID 19 restrictions,

To meet the demands of the community

gender-diverse people, additional spaces

during the pandemic, DEWC’s two new

are desperately needed to fill these

spaces will function as additional low-

service gaps.”

barrier spaces. These locations will help

the Downtown Eastside

restore the ability to provide women

We are grateful for the support of the

Women’s Centre (DEWC)

with shelter, advocacy and

groups that helped make these spaces

outreach

programming, and a sense of safety

possible, including FortisBC, Ratio

and dignity during these times, while

Architecture, Prism Engineering, and

ensuring physical distancing.

AME Group.

“We must continue to meet the needs

DEWC is asking for additional support

of women in the Downtown Eastside

for these safe spaces and the women

for safe, indoor spaces- which are more

and children who utilize them. Your

elusive than ever during the COVID-19

donations mean the world and make

pandemic,” stated Andrea Glickman,

providing services at these new locations

Since 1978, DEWC has provided essential

DEWC Board member. “With community

a reality for women in the Downtown

services, respite, and resources to

centre closures, capacity limits on

Eastside.

women and children in need in the

warming spaces, and the dramatic

Downtown Eastside of Vancouver. Pre-

increase in violence against women and

has opened two additional
spaces. These sites provide
basic needs, services, safety,
and supports to women in
the Downtown Eastside
community.

COVID, the DEWC Drop-in Centre hosted

Donate today at: dewc.ca/donate

up to 450 women per day while the
Shelter saw more than 150 women daily.
COVID-19 restrictions have impacted
DEWC’s ability to provide services to
women resulting in many women losing
access to basic need resources and a
place of safety. Women have had very
limited resources available to them in
the Downtown Eastside as the pandemic
rages on.
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PROGRAMS & EVENTS

Lunar New Year at DEWC

Lasting 16 days, the Lunar New Year is an
important occasion celebrated by most East and
South East Asian communities, marking the
transition on the Lunar calendar.
Earlier this year, to ring in the year of the Ox,
Chinese Seniors and women at the Centre received
red packets, folded dumplings, participated in
elegant dances, created lanterns, and enjoyed a
special lunch. We look forward to the exciting,
positive change this New Year will bring.

Black History Month

In March, we hosted a movie screening

labels and was a trailblazing LGBTQ+

and Elder. The movie screening and

and discussion in celebration of Black

woman in early-1900s America. Prior

discussion emphasized the importance

History Month. The movie, chosen by

to the movie screening, there was a

of celebrating Black history and the

women at DEWC, featured Gertrude

discussion facilitated by Dalannah

significance of the contributions of

“Ma” Rainey or the “Mother of Blues”.

Gail Bowen, a local Afro-Canadian

Black artists/performers in society. We

Ma Rainey was one of the first Black

Cherokee blues artist who has many

are grateful for Dalannah and for all the

artists to record for White-owned record

titles: storyteller, performer, activist

women who participated in this event.
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PROGRAMS & EVENTS

Indigenous Projects & Outings
Over the past months, our team has

educational activities. Recently, women

and Indigenous counselling, facilitated

managed to creatively and safely plan

have participated in a visit to the

by WAVAW.

small group workshops and outings

Museum of Vancouver’s Haida Now: A

To learn more about our Indigenous

with women. These activities provide an

visual feat of innovation and tradition

Women’s Projects and our other

opportunity for women to experience

exhibit, a Wild Food Plant Walk with Lori

programs, please visit our website: dewc.

cultural, recreational, social, and

Snyder, Métis herbalist and educator,

ca/indigenous-womens-projects

International Women’s Day

Portrait Night
As part of our International Women’s Day events, we hosted
a portrait night for women at DEWC. Women came to get
their make-up and hair done, received a special meal, and
got their portraits taken. Above are some of the beautiful
images that were taken of women at DEWC, as well as our
women getting ready for their photo session!
(Featured here: Ruby, May, Rachel, Jesse, and Irna; Photos
by: Sarah A, Udeshi S)
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I M PA C T S T O R I E S

Housing to end the cycle of harm
The DEWC Housing and
Outreach program has faced
increased challenges and
setbacks to accommodate
women during a global
pandemic. The important
work continues to ensure
women’s safety and
sanctuary.
Who does the program assist?
The Housing Program assists all women
(cis, transgender, two-spirit) residing
in the Downtown Eastside. DEWC

disproportionate challenges such as

assists women who are chronically and

What is the affect on a woman if

episodically homeless, fleeing abusive

she is unhoused?

and unsafe living conditions, as well as

Many women are in survival mode 24/7

women who are facing hidden homeless

and have mentioned that it’s exhausting

or at the risk of homelessness. Our

to always be on high alert, not being

main focus is to ensure a safe, non-

able to rest their head for a moment

judgmental environment for women

without being targeted or assaulted.

struggling to find safe accommodation.

Not having housing is a vast barrier and

The housing team supports women

can be a spiraling effect on all aspects

with resources, peer support, housing

How has this program or
women’s needs been impacted
during COVID-19?

on a woman’s life. Women are more

assistance, and facilitating rent

When COVID-19 occurred there was

vulnerable to violence and the pandemic

subsidies.

a huge shift on how we were able to

due to not having safe accommodation

provide services. Due to pandemic

and struggle to find employment to

several restrictions were implemented

support herself, contributing to a

on how our services delivery could

cycle of harm, overall poor health, and

be provided. Proper safety measures

trauma.

where implemented to ensure we could

What do women generally need
help with in terms of housing?
Women need help finding safe, adequate
and affordable housing. Women who
visit the DEWC shelter often need help
finding supportive housing, needed for
those who have multiple barriers and
require extra supports with life skills
such as access to a meal program that
provides balanced nutritional meals,
laundry services, and help navigating
medical and community services. There
is a dire need for affordable, secure
housing for single mothers trying to
regain child custody or for women
fleeing violence, low-income housing
for families/couples, supportive housing
for Elders or women with mental health
issues requiring support, and properly
managed buildings designated to
Indigenous women and families.
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being turned away from shelters,
assigned the wrong gender when
entering the shelter, to experiencing
violence and sexual assault. Trans
women have fewer safe shelter options.

provide essential housing services. Due
The trauma is compounded with women

to only a set number of women allowed

turning to alcohol or drug substance

access, women had to wait in long lines

as a coping mechanism. They are also

before entering. This deterred women,

susceptible to sexual exploitation and

especially elderly women, from seeking

illegal forced labor, often in exchange

accessing our services. Rent freezes have

for basic needs. At times this leads to

also slowed the process for women who

subjection of the legal system either

were planning to move-in to a unit,

by negative interaction with law

having an effect on their safety.

enforcement leading to criminalization.
Arrests and citations are financial

Overall, women in the community have

burdens that push women further into

felt isolated and helpless. It has caused

poverty, as a criminal record becomes

mental strain, anxiety, depression, and

a barrier to employment; all of this

fear not being able to have in person

stemming from being un-housed.

interaction with DEWC staff or other
resources in the community.

In addition to these effects, Transgender
women experiencing homelessness face
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I M PA C T S T O R I E S
Why do you think the program is
so important? What do housing
and housing subsidies mean to the
women, especially during these
times?

relieve a lot of stress and uncertainty and

concerns. We need more social housing

result in less tension in the home. It frees

built, including self-contained suites for

up money to go towards other expenses

families and singles based on a personal

and activities for the family.

income. We need to advocate for

Women have to deal with a multitude

People looking to support can use

of complex issue in their lives. By

Above all, housing subsidies provide a

their social media platform and share

accessing the housing program, women

foundation and a relief to women during

knowledge about the lack of low-income

have a trained housing advocate to

uncertain times. With the concern of

housing, gender inclusive, and gender

help alleviate some of the stress. We

housing off their plate, it allows them

specific housing.

can help them navigate the different

to place focus on other aspects of their

categories of housing such as filling

situation along with building a sense of

People can advocate for landlords to

out detailed applications and reviewing

self-confidence to build upon. If with

be more open minded when finding

rental agreements. As women are

family, it allows them to feel like a family

a tenant, incentivise the creation and

rejected and stigmatized trying to access

under one roof rather than the constant

renting of low-income housing, and

other services, this program is a safety

question of where they will lay their head

write to policy makers on every level of

net where women receive help and

down night after night.

government to encourage change.

issues that impede them from obtaining

How can people help?

The COVID-19 pandemic is a world scale

housing.

Housing is a human right. Aside from

problem, but the housing crisis has been

donations, it is also important to

an epidemic that people of the Downtown

Due to the pandemic, women have been

advocate for cheaper and affordable

Eastside have been suffering with for

laid-off from work. They do not have

housing in our community. One of the

years. The lack of housing for way too

access to child care or their search for

main contributors to displacement in

many people needs to be brought to the

finding a job has been postponed due to

the Downtown Eastside is gentrification,

forefront and needs as much redress as

lack of childcare. A rental subsidy can

so we need support in voicing these

any other human epidemic.

encouragement to address those systemic

Above: A craft workshop for women hosted by our DEWC shelter skills team;
Right: DJ holds one of her pieces from an art therapy workshop at DEWC
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P R O J E C T S P OT L I G H T

Growth & Healing: Community garden space opened for
women at DEWC
On May 1st, women of the
Centre gathered to open a
new community garden space
in the Downtown Eastside.
The opening ceremony of the garden
space included a traditional blessing of
the space, led by Elders Louisa and Elaine,
before planting seeds and seedlings
acquired from multiple community
donors.
This garden space will be shared with
Indigenous Elders and Chinese Seniors
and will be used as a space to gather
outdoors (perfect for ongoing COVID
safe, physically distanced activities).

“After the rise of violence towards the

We send our sincere gratitude to

The plants and plans for the garden will

Asian community and the birth of the

INDOCHINO for their help with building

continue to be decided by the women of

#StopAsianHate movement, Members

these garden beds, Victory Gardens

the Centre.

of the INDOCHINO team wanted to

for helping us with garden /building

explore what we could do to give back

supplies, and to Food Farms, Carnegie

This project has been made possible with

to the Asian community starting on a

Seed Library, Hives for Humanity, and

the help of community groups as well

local level,” said Eltie Pearce, Social

women at DEWC for providing seeds

as some amazing volunteers, including

Media Specialist at INDOCHINO. “Getting

and seedlings. Finally, we would like to

the staff at INDOCHINO. When the group

outside in the fresh air and helping DEWC

thank the DTES Neighbourhood House,

reached out to see how they could help

build garden beds was a great way to

for giving us the keys and letting us use

at DEWC, we were thrilled to get them

spend the day, and I was excited to hear

this amazing space to bring our garden

involved in this project.

that the beds would be planted soon.”

dreams to life!
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V O L U N T E E R S P OT L I G H T

Volunteering, uplifting, and supporting community
We are proud to feature some of our
amazing volunteers, their stories, and their
reasons for choosing to dedicate their time
to helping other women at the Downtown
Eastside Women’s Centre.
Teresa
Originally from Hong Kong, Teresa moved to Vancouver in
1976. Upon immigrating to Vancouver, she became connected
to both the Chinatown and Downtown Eastside communities.
Teresa has volunteered at the Downtown Eastside Women’s
Centre for over 17 years, where she is grateful to give back
to the community and support other women. For Teresa,
volunteering at DEWC means friendship.

Elaine (left) and Eva (right)
are best friends, “connected in
spirit” and “sisters in another
life.”
They have known each other
for over five years, and
volunteered alongside each
other at DEWC for more than
one year.
Elaine
Elaine is an Indigenous woman of mixed
Métis, Cree and Salteaux ancestry,

it is also a place from which Elaine is

Women’s Centre, where she currently

originally from Saskatchewan.

able to find power and humility in her

volunteers.

In 1978 she relocated to Vancouver,

work. Volunteering, and giving back

As a volunteer, it is challenging to see

and has volunteered at the Downtown

to the community lifts up her life, her

women of the community failed by so

Eastside Women’s Centre for over 30

spirits, her heart.

many systems – to see them suffer

years. She is a passionate advocate for

For Elaine, women of the community

hardships of trauma, mental illness and

women of the community, grounded

are family. Although every family fights,

addictions crises. With this being said,

and humbled by her relationships with

at the end of the day, she knows that

as a volunteer Eva is also able facilitate

women of the Centre.

relationships with women of DEWC are

acceptance, belonging, friendship,

In her role as a volunteer, Elaine has

grounded in respect and care.

community, and care. Eva is grateful to

often seen her own stories and histories
reflected in those of the women who
come through the doors of DEWC.
This is one of the most painful and
challenging aspects of volunteering, but
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support women with the little things,
and to be a part of moments of joy when

Eva
Eva is of mixed Métis, English, Irish

she supports a woman in accessing

and French heritage. Five years ago Eva

something she needs, such as toiletries

came first to the Downtown Eastside

or fresh clothes.
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RAISING SUPPORT

Scotiabank Half-Marathon, 5k, and 10k race
Join Team DEWC for the Virtual
Scotiabank Charity Challenge!
Each year, the Scotiabank Charity Challenge raises up
to $25,000 for our essential programs – all through the
efforts of our supporters running or walking for DEWC.
Help us reach our goals with this year’s virtual race!
Due to COVID-19, this event has been moved to a virtual
format, but registrants can still support from a distance
by fundraising and running their own individual race.
This year, all proceeds for DEWC will support our
meals program and funding for additional safe spaces
for women in the Downtown Eastside. As we face the
recent effects that COVID-19 has had on our community,
shelter, services, and compassionate care are more
crucial than ever for the women we serve.
Help us reach our goals in creating additional spaces and
continuing our essential services with this year’s virtual
race by signing up to be a runner or walker! We will be
providing amazing prizes available for top fundraisers
and supporters. Learn more about this year’s race:
dewc.ca/scotia-run

Spring/Summer Donation Wishlist
While monetary donations are the most helpful to us at this
time, we are still seeking in-kind donations for women in the
community. These items help provide women with basic needs:
- Bath towels
- Depends
- Deodorant, travel size shampoo, conditioner, body wash, lotion
- Make-up, hair accessories, jewelry, brushes, beauty products
- Toothbrushes
- Sunscreen
- Shoes (running shoes, flat shoes, sneakers) & socks
- Clothing (for spring/summer weather)
- Coats (raincoats, ponchos, light spring jackets)
- Reusable cloth masks
- Art supplies such as canvases, acrylic paint, paint brushes
For drop-off details, please visit: dewc.ca/donation-faq
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RAISING SUPPORT

Thank you to our generous 2021 supporters and funders!
Centre Sponsors
($50,000+):

Sustaining Helpers
($10,000+):

•

Canadian Women’s Foundation

•

Centerm Community Fund

•

Community Impact Real Estate Society

•

Corbel Commercial Real Estate Services

•

FortisBC

•

Mel and Geri Davis Charitable Trust

•

Lotte & John Hecht Memorial

•

Munford Family Foundation

Foundation

•

PHSA Corporation

•

Rogers Foundation

•

TD Ready Commitment

•

North West Indigenous Council Society

•

The Federation of Community Social

•

Sipco Formulations Inc.

Community Supporters
($25,000+):
•

Community Food Centres Canada

•

Houssain Foundation

•

Moffat Family Fund

•

Plenty of Fish

Services of BC
•

Trulioo Information Services

•

United Way Lower Mainland

•

Vancouver Foundation

•

Young Foundation

Fund
•

Diana M.

•

Face the World Foundation

•

Gore Mutual Insurance Foundation

•

Health Sciences Association of BC

•

Jordan N.

•

Karen H.

•

Margot Y.

•

McWaters Endowment Fund

•

Miller Titerle Law Corporation

•

QuadReal Property Group

•

Royal Gold Inc

•

SWIM Recruiting

•

The Delphi Group

•

Three Links Care Foundation

Generous Givers
($5,000+):
•

BCGEU

•

Ben N.

•

Canreal Management Corporation

•

Christie Family Foundation

•

CUPE BC

•

Compassion in Action Transferable

Government Funders:
Government of Canada

Government of British Columbia

Municipal Government

•

Employment and Social Development

•

BC Housing

•

Canada

•

Vancouver Coastal Health

Federal Emergency Community Support

•

Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor

•

Fund through the United Way
•

Service Canada

•

The Fund for Gender Equality, a

General
•

collaboration between Community

Government of Canada
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Ministry of Employment and Social
Development

•

Foundations of Canada and the
Equality Fund, with support from the

City of Vancouver

Ministry of Social Development and
Poverty Reduction

•

Ministry Responsible for Sport and
Multiculturalism
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